
Deposit Agreement 

 

Deposits are a commitment to purchase and are not refundable unless there is a major health 

issue with the puppy that comes up while in my care.  Advance deposits that are placed prior to 

birth/selection of a puppy in a current litter are not refundable under any circumstances and 

will be allowed to roll forward to a future litter.    

  At no point is gender/hair coat/ or color a guarantee on an advance deposit.   If a puppy has 

become available that is within the buyer’s criteria within one year of the paid amount and the 

buyer has chosen not to accept a puppy the buyer will forfeit the deposit.   If buyer chooses to 

accept a born puppy as their committed puppy and then changes their mind or declines that 

puppy of their own will the deposit will be forfeited.    

 

  Buyer accepts that transportation and all costs is their responsibility and deposits will not be 

refunded based on timing or inability to retrieve as planned.    Seller will assist buyer in finding 

suitable transport options.   Pick up dates can not be guaranteed for Holidays, or other special 

events.  Puppies are live animals and delays occur based on temperature restrictions, highway 

travel issues and other common issues that occur with puppies that may delay travel.     

 

Deposit amount may vary based on the total price of the puppy.  $250-$500.  If a puppy is over 

6 weeks old 50% is due to reserve the puppy. 

Upon seller request if a transport plan has not been secured by 8 weeks of age up to 50% of the 

total amount may be requested to ensure obligation.   

Puppies should be with their families by 10 weeks of age or a fee of $35 per week for vaccines 

and care may be requested as well as balance of pup paid in full.    

   

Deposits are accepted through Good Dog services for buyer and seller protection.   


